Winter School 31 January - 2 February 2020 - Programme

Departure Leipzig, 31/1/20, 2.19 pm – arrival Neudietendorf 4.09 pm (RB20 74622)

Meeting point: main station, entrance platform 7, 2.10 pm

Friday, 31 January 2020

5.00 pm – 7.00 pm  Welcome by Elisabeth Kaske

Panel I
Enrico Behne: Organizational Learning at the African Union (comment: Steffi Marung)
Chair: Elisabeth Kaske

7.00 pm  dinner

Saturday, 1 February 2020

9 am – 1 pm  Panel II
Alexander Donsow: State of the art and research gaps: Reorientation to the East vs Reorientation to the West in Russian academic and political debate (comment: Corinne Geering)
Daniel Segyev: Die Macht der Farben. Die fachliche Wirkungsgeschichte der Carte Rouge (comment: Adamantios Skordas)
Kathleen Zeidler: Der sexualisierten Gewalt auf der Spur: was passiert in (Ex-) Jugoslawien? (comment: Katja Naumann)
Hana Rydza: Nationalistischer Populismus in Ostmiteleuropa. Eine komparative Analyse politischer Elitendiskurse in der Slowakei, Tschechien und Österreich (comment: Matthias Middell)
Chair: Martina Keilbach
1 pm lunch

2.30 pm – 6.30 pm Panel III
Constanze Blum: “Boundaries mean different things to different people in different contexts”. Boundaries in pre-colonial, colonial and post-colonial Africa (comment: Katarina Ristic)

Johanna Häring: Transnational intimacy - female sex tourism in Zanzibar (comment: Antje Dietze)

Patrick Mlinga: Grappling with Urban Contingencies (comment: Gilad Ben-Nun)

Annika Vosseler: Missionary periodicals and the images of southern Africa (comment: Ute Wardenga)

Chair: Ute Wardenga

6.30 pm dinner

Sunday, 2 February 2020

9 am – 11.30 pm Panel IV
Yasmine Najm: Respatialisation of the French Colonial Empire in Asia: An In-Depth Analysis of the Socio-Economic Strategies of the French Rule in India and Indochina, 1815-1914 (comment: Elisabeth Kaske)

Ana Moledo: Keeping alive the flame of anticolonial revolution: 1960s Francophone solidarity entanglements for the liberation of the Portuguese colonies (comment: Katarina Ristic)

Carina Damm: Migrations of Scandinavians during the Viking Age to the Southern Baltic coast (comment: Corinne Geering)

Chair: Steffi Marung

11.45 am lunch

Departure Neudietendorf, 3/2/19, 12.43 pm (alternative 1.49 pm) – arrival Leipzig 2.49 pm (3.50 pm)

Venue: Tagungs- & Begegnungsstätte Zinzendorfhaus Neudietendorf, Zinzendorfplatz 3, 99192 Neudietendorf

Contact: Martina Keilbach, keilbach@uni-leipzig.de, 0341 97 30286, mobile: 0157 56525207